
     

 



       

   

      



  

  



  

 
 
 
Hunt ID: WY-MDeer-AN2MOR-U4O-U2CEBR 

Welcome to the prettiest valley in the nation, we call it that; you probably say that about where you live. 

We wake up right of Yellowstone National Park and the great Tetons bring the sky down where you can 

touch it every morning. There is a reason we are here every morning, we live here and wouldn’t change 

it for the world. The game rich area has large parks, quality and protected habitat and a high 

concentration of game animals enjoying them. 

This is where we come in. We enjoy pursuing this concentration of game animals that enjoy this 

protected habitat. There are many reasons for them averaging larger in body weight and antler score 

that is very consistent in the quality and quantity of the animals that we take. A wide variety of not only 

“ where the deer and the antelope play”, but also Elk, Black Bear, Moose, Bison,  and even the 

giant    Bighorn Sheep. 

       We are a premier Wyoming big game outfitter with our hunting areas bordering more of the Grand 

Teton National Park than other outfitters. We offer a wide range of hunting opportunities for various 

game animals to make your hunt of a lifetime a reality, with owners and guides with decades of 

experience.  



As far as deer it is very common to see them while hunting elk or anything. As a rule elk like a particular 

habitat and deer like more of a brushy habitat. With that said there habitat and paths do cross all the 

time in the area that we hunt. On the average if when we see a buck he is a good one and that is what 

we hint on this hunt. 

We are hunting deer, big deer on these hunts traveling on horseback, 1 guide, two hunters and a pack 

horse to pack the deer out. We hunt the brushy draws and other deer country accessible on a day’s ride 

trip.  There are some honey holes that commonly hold big bucks depending on the weather. We are 

back every nigh so there is no tent lodging with cold night and bad coffee. This is September and 

although the mornings can be a bit brisk they quickly warm and are one of the most enjoyable times to 

be in the Famous Teton’s, a spur like the Bighorn Mountains off the Rocky Mountains. Storms can roll in 

but unless they do the weather is extremely enjoyable. 

Have you ever hunted for Muley, not just a deer but a big deer? Muley’s that don’t look right unless they 

have a wall standing behind the, one wall of your den for instance. As anyone that has spent his life 

dedicated to hunting them, then big ones. 

Think about it have you ever hunter these timber buck monarchs in the rugged mountains. You find 

them in pockets where you never would expect them. Because of where they stay all summer traffic 

bypasses them. A deer will stay in a place until he gets bumped, then he goes to another until he is 

bumped and so on. In a short time he has found where no one can find him. No one does find him and 

he live to a ripe old age never being bothers with 8 years under his belt. 

This is the magic of hunting these monarchs that many times are solitary and extremely aware of their 

environment. A noise like a squirrel coming down a tree is watched cautiously, but considered justified 

and the monarch goes on with his day. 

During September the weather is mild and the bucks are fat and lazy. Rut is way out of range and they 

have eaten enough to be comfortable in this habitat fortress. This is one of those time when you are in 

big buck country and wish you could walk all day. That is why the horse is the big plus for your odds at 

being successful t5akiing on a challenge of this malamute. 

Anyone that has hunted big mules and says they are easy has just told you two lies: 

1, He hasn’t hunted Big Muley’s or he would not have spoken item #2. 

2. They are easy. 

 

I will tell you the odds and where the rubber meets the road.  Bucks we are speaking of are about 1 in 

10,000 deer. The number of deer in any given area is not consistent, a factor that area selection is so 

important. If you see a lot of deer but they are does and fawns, run the other way because no big buck 

with be with the mothers and screaming kids in September. As much as you want the big buck 

population to be high, you want the access low, as miles and miles of designated wilderness area, no 

motorized vehicles, foot or horseback access only. These are smart buck that have learned to avoid man. 

They only time they are seen is a few weeks in Late November when the break from their always in 

hiding protocol and venture out to the lower ground where the people might see them. Even at that 

they are usually only seen at night with car headlights making their rounds through the does, easily 



scaring of all rival bucks. By daylight he is a mile back up on the mountain resting and waiting for 

another night fall. 

With this you can see why we hunt these monarch in September, and we hunt them on horseback 

because we could never walk as far as we can on horseback an it is all about covering ground hitting the 

pockets. Generally this is a ride and glass, spot and stalk hunting the monarch on his home turf knowing 

that when you win you have earned it. 

You will be riding a mile and glassing canyons from vantage points that your guide selects. Once one that 

is worth a second look, the spotting scope comes out of the saddle bags for a 24x view of the resting 

buck. 

When it is decided he will cover your wall at home well the stalk begins. You are slipping up on a buck 

that like a military attack he has his fortress and multiple escape routes. The short version is, ”He’s ‘not 

dead until he is dead.” Meaning just because you think you have him dead to rights, like chess, check is 

only one step short of checkmate, and he calls the last shot. 

A well done 200 yard shot followed by that telltale thump, says he is hit and as he rolls out of his day 

bed you can see there is no need for a second shot. The Monarch has relinquished this throne and now 

the duty at hand is to get him on the pack horse and work your way back down the trail. The mountain 

had given you the monarch, but in time another will take his place as the cycle repeats itself. 

“There is something about the outside of a horse that is good for the inside of man. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

Our years of experience and networking with other outfitters have allowed us to provide many special 

hunts in unique hunting areas. We offer a number of hunting opportunities for the game animals listed 

below in the state of Wyoming. Also listed are the areas in which we hunt the corresponding  game 

animal.  

Game Animal                        AREA 
MULE DEER                            E-128,148 / H-156 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Pricing 

Pricing is simple. We provide the hunt and the meals. You provide your own lodging. 

This hunt lists at $ 7500 with lodging. We feel you have been putting a roof over your head all of your 

life. Continue doing so and this hunt is only $ 3995 with 2 on 1 hunt. A 1 on 1 upgrade is $ 1000. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The summer beauty in this area and the unlimited packing that we can do makes these 

summer pack trips become the seed surrounded by great memories with friends and 

family. 



 

Our summer pack trips are focused around fishing, photography, horseback riding, 

wildlife viewing, or all of the above. We will cater the trip to your interests. Private or 

custom trips available we are permitted directly or indirectly across the state. 

 

Pack Dates 

 

Custom pack trips-     Jun 1- Sept 15 

Fall color photography-    Sept 5- Sept 15   

Grizzly bear viewing-    Mid August 

 

Pricing 

Per person, per day 

 

4 people- 4 day minimum - $245 per person 

Less than 4 people or less than 4 days - $325 per  

 

Many times during this hunt you will notice your horses ears will spot animals before you 

even see them. This is a very good indicator to keep an eye on. There are large strong 

legged mountain horses. The breed originally was in Wyoming y many were taken to 

Europe and bread with horses high dollar there. Later the breed was returned to Wyoming 

and is a key piece of the puzzle that makes their riding soft and their leg movement 

coordinated to match all the mountain has to put you through. Their knowledge and 

experience on these mountains trails puts them at home on the mountain as the deer you 

are hunting. 

 
Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = HuntingFishing@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

We accept 

  Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all 

hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of 

your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical 

condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it, 

hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling 

his bucket list!  

http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

